
AcAdemic StAndArd

First and foremost, the PlAy/Write Student JournAl is a publication provided by and for 
students. However, our aim is to publish while upholding academic standards. 

We expect all submissions to comply with these standards, which includes the respect 
for other people‘s works, thoughts & ideas. We therefore expect you to not plagiarize 
in your submissions. 

When referencing other works, please use the CMoS17 referencing style. You can 
find more information about it here. If you include an illustration in support of your 
arguments, pay attention to the copyrights of your illustration.

Writing guidelineS

 
FormAl requirementS

 Length of essay: 600-800 words (references excluded).

 Submitt your essay as a Word document.

 Choose a title for your essay that encapsulates your main argument.

 Please do spellchecking before you submit (i.e. grammarly). Essays with too   
 many grammar and spelling mistakes will not be considered.

WhAt to Write About

In line with the overarching topic of each issue of the PlAy/Write Student JournAl, you still 
have a lot of freedom to decide on what exactly to write about. The following tips can 

help you get a more precise idea. 

chooSe A gAme.
Feel free to write about digital games as well as board games. You can also write about 
any cultural phenomenon that shares characteristics with games, as long as you can 
argue why it is relevant to do so.

chooSe A theoreticAl APProAch.
This can include established theories in Game Studies as well as theories and concepts 
stemming from other fields. After all, what matters is your own argumentation of why it 
is worthwhile to approach your game from this perspective. For inspiration & advice on 
what theory to pick, you can also contact our KCGL team.

Add your oWn thoughtS & ideAS.
Your analysis can for instance focus on the game‘s aesthetics, mechanics, narrative, or 
ethics. However, feel free to focus on any element of the game that attracts your attention 
in regards to the main topic of the current issue of the PlAy/Write Student JournAl.
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Structure & ArgumentAtion oF your eSSAy

Here you find an example of how we expect your essay to be structured. It is not 
necessary to copy this structure 1:1, but we highly recommend to orientate yourself 
on this structure while writing. Doing so will improve the quality of your text and 
make it more digestible for your readers.

Connect the findings of your analysis to your theoretical approach and come to a final 
conclusion.

interPretAtion & concluSion

“the deScribed Phenomenon cAn be better underStood through xyz‘S theory/method/
notion oF xyz (...)
iF We regArd the diScuSSed Phenomenon in light oF xyz‘S theory/method/notion, it 
APPeArS thAt (...)“
leAding to the concluSion thAt (...)”

introduction

Specify the game you will write about as well as the theoretical perspective you will 
appproach it from. Briefly describe the main characteristics of the game.

“thiS eSSAy diScuSSeS the gAme on bASiS oF the xyz theory/method/notion by xyz (...)
xyz iS A gAme PubliShed by xyz And cAn be cAtegorized AS A xyz gAme (...)”

“the gAme diSPlAyS vAriouS ASPectS oF xyz in itS nArrAtive/mechAnicS/AeStheticS/etc.
exAmPleS For thiS Are (...)”

Elaborate on how the game interacts with the given topic. Support this with examples 
from the game. 

AnAlySiS


